In this issue of the ACG Update we are highlighting Dr. Anna Buchner from the Mayo Clinic in Jacksonville who won the first annual ACG North American International GI Training Grant. This grant provides partial financial support to U.S. and Canadian GI fellows-in-training or GI physicians who have completed their training within the last 5 years, to receive clinical or clinical research training in Gastroenterology and Hepatology outside of North America.

As the winner of the 2008 grant, Dr. Buchner traveled to Europe to train in confocal endomicroscopy imaging techniques. We are delighted that ACG was able to play a positive role in her career development. I hope you will enjoy reading about her experience below, in her own words. I also hope that after reading her story, GI fellows in North America will be encouraged to apply for this grant for 2009 and that GI fellowship program directors reading this article will pass this information on to the trainees in their program. For more details, please log on to the ACG website at www.acg.gi.org/members/nainternationalgrant.asp. The 2009 Training Grant Application will be available online beginning in February 2009.

Manoop S. Bhutani, MD, FACP
Chair, ACG International Relations Committee

I am honored to be the recipient of the first annual ACG North American International GI Training Grant for 2008.

With the support of the ACG grant, I traveled to Europe in September where I spent two weeks receiving superb training in confocal endomicroscopy imaging techniques from renowned international leaders.

I participated in one week of confocal endomicroscopy training with the endoscope based confocal Pentax system under the supervision of Professor Kiesslich at the University of Mainz in Germany. I am very grateful to Prof. Kiesslich for his guidance and support throughout my stay. This training experience included live demonstrations, hands on practice and imaging interpretations of common GI pathologies, including colorectal cancer and dysplastic lesions in inflammatory bowel diseases.

Furthermore, I participated in excellent talks by Prof. Kiesslich and his coworkers, Drs. Moussata, Goetz and Hoffman, on the confocal endomicroscopy applications including surveillance in inflammatory bowel disease and colorectal neoplasia. I was particularly impressed by Prof. Kiesslich and Dr. Moussata’s recent research projects on the identification of epithelial gaps and the sealing of epithelial gaps, and its potential implications for intestinal dysfunction in human diseases such as inflammatory bowel diseases.

In addition, I had the opportunity to participate in laparoscopic liver biopsy exams with the application of the confocal rigid probe performed by Dr. Goetz and Prof. Kiesslich. This experience has enabled me to learn about the newest application of confocal microscopy in assessing liver architecture in real time. I was also given the opportunity to learn about confocal endomicroscopy research projects on the development of molecular markers for in vivo immunohistochemistry and the application of confocal microscopy to intraabdominal organs in animal and human models.

My stay in Mainz coincided with the Falk symposia and workshops which were held in that city between September 17 and 21. The live demonstrations and state of the art lectures on the endoscopic imaging advances by international leaders were some of the learning experiences that I particularly enjoyed.

During my second week in Europe, I went to Paris where, under the supervision of the Scientific Officer of Mauna Kea Technology (MKT), Dr. François Lacombe, I received training in automatic confocal image processing and software analysis. I met with the MKT engineers working on the probe improvement of the probe based confocal microscopy system which I have currently been using at Mayo Clinic, Jacksonville. I was very impressed with the enthusiasm, dedication and work ethic of the whole MKT team. This training allowed me to continue our current collaboration on projects involving the development of the probe stabilization system and improving automatic image analysis.

I also had the great opportunity to meet with other probe based confocal endomicroscopy system experts while I was in Europe: Drs. Evelien Dekker, Frank van de...
Broek and Alexander Meining. I was very grateful to be given the chance to participate in confocal exams in their medical centers in Munich and Amsterdam. All together, including my mentor, Dr. Mike Wallace, we were able to exchange our experiences with the use of this recently developed probe based confocal endomicroscopy system (MKT, Paris, France) and discuss further applications and research projects among our groups.

My two weeks in Europe were among the most intense weeks of my gastrointestinal training. Traveling thousands of miles, meeting international leaders, doing live cases with them, learning from them, and participating in discussions was a real privilege and a great lifetime experience.

I am very grateful to my program directors, Prof. Ralph Kiesslich and Dr. François Lacombe, for their support during my confocal training.

I also have a deep gratitude to the ACG for this unique opportunity that allowed me to receive superb confocal endomicroscopy training, which will enable me to complete my research projects and to continue fruitful collaboration in the area of confocal endomicroscopy and its role in diagnosing gastrointestinal neoplasia.